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GRADUATE EXHIBITION 1996 
During the past three years our class has gained many insights and skills, working in a wide range of media and 
subject matter. Viewing the exhibition, it becomes evident that we all have become very distinct individuals. Upon 
graduation we will go in many different directions; however, I am sure that in the future the knowledge obtained at 
Fanshawe College will be very valuable in the years to come. 
Lori E. Kittmer, Fine Art Program Graduate 1996 
It is at this time of the year, when the faculty is rewarded by the students who have completed three years of 
studies in the Fine Art Program. In this exhibition we get a sense of the future painter, sculptor, printmaker, video artist, 
photographer, who all interpret the world around us. 
Sixteen potential graduates have put on display their skills, defining individuality, work ethic and creative 
problem solving. More importantly, these students have developed a capacity for imagination and confidence in 
themselves. The works prove this. 
We are once again indebted to the McIntosh Gallery for giving our students this crucial experience at the 
beginning of their artistic careers. 
Tony McAulay, Professor and Co-ordinator, 
Fine Art Program, Fanshawe College 
In her attempt to define the task of the artist, Virginia Woolf refers to "the mysterious nosings about, feelings 
round, darts, dashes and sudden discoveries of that very shy and illusive spirit, the imagination." For Woolf, the creation 
of art, whether visual or literary, comes about through the retrieval and recording of the contents of the imagination. She 
makes it all sound rather easy; but then Woolf was a creator not an educator. Those of us who have enjoyed the privilege 
of teaching the artists whose work you see before you have had to think long and hard about how one goes about 
transmitting those abilities to retrieve and record. Moreover, we have had to ask ourselves: how exactly do we go about 
shaping and guiding the contents of the imagination itself? What education, what knowledge is of most value for the 
student of the arts? 
When asked precisely this question by a conference organizer some years ago, the Canadian literary critic 
Northrop Frye wrote: "The knowledge of most worth, for a genuine student, is that body of knowledge to which he [or 
she] has already made an unconscious commitment." Frye, an educator, not a practising artist like Virginia Woolf, 
emphasizes the unconscious nature of such a commitment, because here, as everywhere in his own life and work, he 
acknowledges the importance of the educated imagination, the imagination that has been engaged by great works of art 
and literature, sharpened by analysis and discussion, and expanded by openness and variety. He admits that the knowl­
edge which educates the imagination may not always be recognized or rewarded in our own time and place, but nonethe­
less our general education shapes and intensifies our commitment to the ideal values of a culture and civilization which 
transcend the here and now. 
Those of us who have taught the graduates of the Fine Art Program at Fanshawe know a group of young people 
who have grown up in an era whose occupations and preoccupations have not always been sympathetic to their values 
and commitments. Yet our graduates have not been unduly influenced by the fashionable dictates of the 1990s. Where 
else but in the arena of the arts can we find students who have chosen not to calculate the market value of their knowl­
edge or the career opportunities which may or may not await them? Who genuinely engage with texts which are 
unfashionably philosophical or literary? Who debate with seriousness the life and death of an idea? Our graduates 
proclaim the intrinsic value of their knowledge of the arts and humanities through their capacity to resist and reinscribe 
conventional judgments of value and worth, and their ability to harness the energies of the educated imagination to 
create the works on display in 1996. 
Nancy Bjerring, English Professor and Co-ordinator 
General Studies Division, Fanshawe College 
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Mixed Media 
Sex Appeal 
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Fred and Ginger 
121.5cm x 106cm 
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198cm x 110cm x 78cm 
Mixed Media 
Bridge #5 
10cm x 16cm x 12cm 
Mixed Media 
Angela P. Covill 
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North Augusta, On. 
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Hungry Brontosaurus 
41cm x 33cm x 19cm 
Carved Bass Wood 
An Aries Ram 
28cm x 29cm x 35cm 
Carved Maple Wood 





62cm x 32cm 
Oil on Canvas 
N.B.K. 
125cm x 94cm 
Oil on Canvas 
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Dunnville, On. 
NlA 1N2 
Here's to You Miss Robinson 
50cm x 30cm x 10cm 
Acrylic and Pencil Crayon on Project Board 
Every Tuist and Step 
152.5cm x 135cm 
Acrylic on Plywood 
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Reap What I've Sewn 
44cm x 48cm 
Acrylic on Cloth 
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Historically Inaccurate Portrait 
of Team Canada 1955/56 
244cm x 244cm 
Acrylic on Board 
Advertisement For a 
Talk Show Fight 
244cm x 244cm 
Acrylic and Oil on Board 
Neil C. Jeffery 




203cm x 160cm (approx) 
Mixed Media 
Lazy Yorkshire's 
160cm x 203cm 
Mixed Media 





86cm x 63cm x 5cm 
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London, On. 
N5W4A4 
Portrait of Karla Homolka 
140cm x 140cm 
Oil on Canvas 
Precious Object, Study #5 
7.5cm x 11cm 
Mixed Media on Chipboard 
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Mailing Destination 
10.5cm x 71cm 
Mixed Media 
Mug 
78cm x 44cm 
Mixed Media 
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N2A2L8 
Government Dock - South Bay 
38cm x 30.5cm x 11.5cm 
Mixed Media 
Vague 
91cm x 61cm 
Acrylic on Canvas 
Susan D. Ritchie 




53.5cm x 28cm x 12cm 
Mixed Media 
River Bed 
14cm x 20.5cm x 7.3cm 
Mixed Media 
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N2A 2L8 
Embrace the Pear 
23cm x 10cm x 7 cm 
Painted Cement 
Deep Where the Fish Are 
70cm x 16cm x 7cm 
Painted Hydra-Cal 





190cm x 129cm 
Mixed Media on Board 
Generation X 
206cm x 122cm 
acrylic on Canvas 
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The production of this catalogue was funded by the third year Fine Art students 
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A special thanks to Reprographics at Fanshawe College for printing this catalogue. 

